In this work we use generalized deformed gauge groups for investigation of symmetry of general relativity (GR). GR is formulated in generalized reference frames, which are represented by (anholonomic in general case) affine frame fields. The general principle of relativity is extended to the requirement of invariance of the theory with respect to transitions between generalized reference frames, that is, with respect to the group g GL of local linear transformations of affine frame fields. GR is interpreted as the gauge theory of the gauge group of translations g M T , and therefore is invariant under the space-time diffeomorphisms. The groups g GL and g M T are united into group g M S , which is their semidirect product and is the complete symmetry group of the general relativity in an affine frame (GRAF).
Introduction
There are large number theories of gravity locally equivalent to the general relativity. These theories differ in number of field variables and the more or less broad groups of gauge symmetries [1] . A broader group of gauge symmetry gives more opportunities to choose physically acceptable global solutions, for example devoid of singularities.
General relativity falls out of the general scheme of theories of gauge interactions. Gauge groups of internal symmetry do not act on the space-time manifold, but for gauge gravity this restriction is obviously meaningless because a gravitational field is born by an energy-momentum which associated with space-time translations. A generalization of gauge groups for the case of their non-trivial action on the space-time continuum was proposed in [2] . Gauge fields, corresponding to an internal or external (space-time) symmetry, both acquire single interpretation as deformation parameters of suitable generalized deformed gauge groups.
In this work we use generalized deformed gauge groups for investigation of symmetry of general relativity. By the general relativity (GR) we understand the theory of gravity in the Let the system of fields ) (x q i (with indices of the middle of the Latin alphabet) be given on the space-time manifold M . Let the action be given:
which consists of the volume L and the surface
), and L and  V depend on the fields q and their partial derivatives q  . Therefore, the complete Lagrangian is linearly dependent also on the second derivatives of the fields q 2  , which fold in At the transformations
the action is transformed:
is the integral variation of the
. Here ) (x   is the Lagrangian, calculated with ) ( ' x q i  . According to (1) we obtain:
where ) ( ) ( :
(
Here we have taken into account that 0
. We obtain:
is the variational derivatives of the volume Lagrangian, . Thus, taking into account (2), we obtain:
Let be given generalized gauge group g M G [2] , that is parameterized by the functions ) (x g a (here we will use indexes from the beginning of the Latin alphabet) and its infinitesimal transformations g  are defined:
a a a a g 
where the definition is entered:
for the generalized Noether current  a J and its superpotential  a S . In the case of invariance of the action S with respect to the transformations of the group
Since the parameters of the group g M G and their derivatives are independent functions, equating of coefficients at them in expression (9) to zero allows us to find the following generalized strong (performed everywhere, not only at an extremal) Noether identities:
Using expression (4) for the variational derivatives, the identity (13) can be represented as: 
. That is the conservation law of the current that follows also from identity (12) 
General relativity in an affine frame
In this section we generalize the general principle of relativity to use anholonomic reference frames (affine frames) [3] .
a) Field variables and Lagrangian of GRAF
Suppose that in the space-time M an affine frame is given . We will also assume that in M is given an affine connection with The condition of absence of torsion (non-torsionity condition) is:
and the metricity condition is: 
) ( 
where  is the Einstein gravitational constant (which we will hereafter assume equal to 1), , throwing in the first term of the formula (24) the derivative to the first factor and changing the sign, we obtain:
). 
Square brackets here mean antisymmetrization by the indexes contained therein.
All addends of the partition (23), like Hilbert's own Lagrangian (22), are scalar densities with respect to changing of coordinates 
x . A general-covariant method of separating a surface term from the Hilbert's Lagrangian is possible due to the use of frames fields that do not change when changing coordinates.
b) Palatini equation

In this subsection we show that the Palatini equation obtained by variation of Hilbert's Lagrangian with respect to coefficients of affine connection in the affine frame is the identity due to the metricity and non-torsionity conditions.
The integral variation of Lagrangian  L is determined by the expression:
Consider all terms of formula (27). .
Derivatives of Lagrangian
Equating these derivatives to zero, we obtain equation which we will call the Palatini equation in the affine frame:
With metricity condition (19), Palatini equation (28) goes into the non-torsionity condition
(18) and vice versa. Therefore, when these two conditions are fulfilled simultaneously, Palatini equation is fulfilled as identity.
Indeed, a direct calculation gives: ,
, so the Palatini equation (28) is reduced to the equation:
Due to the metricity condition (19), we have
, and equation (30) is reduced to the equation:
Summing up this equation by  and m (with help of
d is the dimension of space-time M . Therefore, when 
Summing up this equation by k and m (with help of km g ) we obtain:
) previous equation is reduced to the equation:
And at last, summing up this equation by k and n (with help of kn g ) we obtain
this equation is reduced to the metricity condition (19).
Thus, due to the Palatini equation in the affine frame (28), the metricity condition (19) and
the non-torsionity condition (18) follow one from the other.
In what follows, we assume fulfilling conditions (18) and (19) (which always take place in the Riemannian space), and hence the Palatini equation (28).
c) Field equations
In this subsection we show that the field equation in GRAF is the Einstein equation in an affine frame.
Both variational derivatives in formula (27) :
-generalized momentums of fields s h  and ps g respectively. Using (32), (33) we obtain:
Formula (27), taking into account (28), (31), (34) and (35), takes the form:
It is interesting to note that generalized momentums can be found solely from the vector density   V , which determines the surface part of Hilbert's Lagrangian:
We will note the formula
which is proved with the help of formulas (29), (36) and (37) by the direct substitution. L that was suggested in [4] , [12] (this Lagrangian is used in the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity (TEGR), too [13] ). In the general case of an affine frame, when applying formula (39) to the Lagrangian  L , the conditions (18) and (19) must be taken into account. Therefore, the connection coefficients will no longer be arbitrary in this case, and formulas (20), (21) for their constituents must be applied when they are variated.
Consequences of gauge invariance of GRAF
Hilbert's Lagrangian  exhibits uniquely wide gauge symmetry. First of all,  is invariant with respect to g GL -transformations of the affine frame fields, which corresponds to the transition between general reference frames. In addition,  is invariant with respect to the gauge translations of the space-time, that is, g M T -transformations. Both these groups combine into a semidirect product
, forming a complete symmetry group of GRAF. This symmetry of GRAF is a consequence of the fact that when transforming frame fields
which are parameterized by the functions
. As a result, the equations, which are obtained from the Lagrangian  L , are g M S -invariant.
The transformations from the group g M S for the field variables of GRAF are: 
a) Generalized principle of relativity
In this subsection we study the consequences of g GL -invariance of GRAF. Here we show that the Palatini equation is the strong Noether identity which follows from g GL -invariance of GRAF.
A distinctive feature of GRAF is the interpretation of reference frames as anholonomic in the general case affine frame fields (generalized reference frames), which is broader than in the EG. This extension of the concept of reference frames in GRAF leads to the extension of the general principle of relativity, which in the framework of GRAF is interpreted as the invariance of gravitational field equations with respect to the transitions between the generalized reference frames, which form the group g GL of local linear transformations of affine frame fields. The group g GL is broader than the group g H of diffeomorphisms of Lagrangian coordinates describing transitions between holonomic frame fields accepted in the EG as reference frames, or than the group g O of local Lorentz transformations describing transitions between orthonormal frame fields accepted as reference frames in GROF. Both of these groups are subgroups of the group g GL , so the symmetry of GRAF is wider than the symmetry of EG or GROF. 
The generalized principle of (general) relativity states that the gravitational field equations must have the same appearance in all generalized reference frames (affine frames), that is, be
From these formulas, taking into account (3) 
The partition (23) of the Hilbert's Lagrangian  into the volume  L and the surface    V  parts is not g GL -invariant and when changing a general reference frame between them there is redistribution with conservation:
Since for . So the Palatini equation can be represented as: 
b) Gauge translational invariance
A gravitational field is born by an energy-momentum which associated with space-time translations. So gravity is a gauge theory of the translations group. This, regardless of the particular type of Lagrangian, determines the structure of theory. In particular, it permits to represent the gravitational field equations in superpotential form, that is, in the form that analogous to the form of Maxwell dynamic equations.
In this subsection we study the consequences of g M T -invariance of GRAF.
From formulas (41) -(44) follows, that g M T -transformations with infinitesimal parameters  t are: T take the form: 
) (
where ) ( :
. . This is due to the extra energy-momentum that must be transmitted for the transition between mutually accelerated reference frames.
Note that to denote quantities having different tensor dimensions, one letter can be used without danger of confusing these quantities, such as the translation parameters m t and the tensor density  m t of the energy-momentum of the gravitational field.
Taking into account (38) and (60), the gh M T -invariance condition of GRAF is written as:
so we obtain the following strong Noether identities:
The identity (67) can be represented in the form (15) , which in our case gives:
In the presence of matter fields with the tensor density  From (80), (81) it follows that for DP: 
Special gauge conditions
The broad symmetry of GRAF is provided by a sufficient number of field variables of the theory. Limiting such symmetry by imposing gauge conditions reduces the number of field variables. Different variants of the gauge conditions lead to different locally equivalent formulations of the general relativity, the most characteristic of which we consider in this section.
Keeping the status of gravity as a gauge theory of a translation group, we will not consider the gauge conditions that violate the g M T -invariance of the theory. We restrict ourselves to the gauge conditions that narrow the g GL -invariance of GRAF, which corresponds to the choice of special classes of generalized reference frames (affine frames).
a) Einstein gravity
From the outset, general relativity was formulated by Einstein in holonomic reference frames, which are described by frame fields with zero anholonomic objects, and can therefore be implemented as coordinate frame fields of certain coordinate systems. In this case, the gauge condition that limits the g GL -invariance of the theory is the holonomicity condition: The induction of the gravitational field in orthonormal reference frames is given by:
A distinctive feature of orthonormal reference frames is the fact that the connection coefficients are uniquely determined by the induction of the gravitational field, that is, formula (95) can be reversed. Indeed, from (95) follows  and coincide (in the absence of torsion) with generalized Poincare gauge transformations [15] . In this case, the energy-momentum of the gravitational field (85) and the corresponding superpotential (86) are given by:
The symmetry with respect to g O -transformations determine the gravitational field spin, which current density and the corresponding superpotential are given by the expressions: 
